EASIER. QUICKER. SAFER.

Making hard work easy

SAFETY

Why compromise? You get both with the Rotatruck.

The Rotatruck has the manoeuvrability of a 2-wheeler, the load support of
a convertible, and better ease-of-use, speed and safety than both.
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Lift less. Lever more.

Just push. Don’t carry.

The smaller front Rotacaster wheel
gives the Rotatruck better leverage
than traditional 2-wheelers, making
it easier to pull back, park, lever and
balance loads.

SAVE EFFORTS

The Rotatruck reduces the physical
effort of lifting, carrying, pushing or
pulling a load by up to 78%.

The Rotatruck’s compact, multidirectional wheelbase fully
supports loads without any operator
effort, removing the need to carry or
balance the load

SAVE TIME

The 4-wheel design enables
carrying of larger loads for longer
distances with less effort, reducing
time to negotiate kerbs up to 63%.

TRICKY LOADS
Crates, totes, drums, cylinders
Specifically designed to engage,
secure, move and de-palletise
loads safer and faster.

ROTATRUCK
USERS

+ PRODUCTIVITY

SAVE BACKS

The ergonomic design provides an
improvement in both productivity
and safety. Its intuitive ease-of-use
reduces dependence on instruction.

COMPACT HEAVY LOADS
Beverages, batteries, ceramic...
Reduce the need to bend when
lifting heavy, compact loads with a
folding nose at thigh height.
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No reversing. No straining.

The fixed orientation of the
Rotacaster wheel allows you to step
and lever loads without turning or
reversing, increasing speed by 63%
and decreasing effort by 78%.

SAVE MONEY

Get an unbeaten total cost-of-ownership
with increased productivity, reduced
injury risk and a better workforce pool,
delivering a rapid return on investment.

LARGE LOADS
Multiple packages
Move loads similar to those carried
on convertible hand trucks,
yet with greater speed
and terrain capability.

Money back guarantee
Terms apply

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL MOBILITY
Pound for pound, Rotacasters deliver the most reliable
and robust omni-directional mobility. Rotacasters are
tough as a floor wheel, precise in robotic applications
and provide great traction in conveyor transfer solutions,
both driven and idle.

Wheels within wheels.
Driving the most innovative mobility solutions reliably.

Wheels Within Wheels

Directional stability.

Rotacasters are a unique wheel,
using patented production
processes and designs that create
the most robust, reliable and
adaptable omni wheel anywhere.

Thanks to the fixed mounting
position and dominant primary
rolling direction, the Omnia wheel
allows stable transfer of loads in any
direction without a detour.

Tough. Strong. Durable.

Better by design.

The corrosion resistant all polymer
design is pound for pound stronger
than any wheel on the market and
suitable to mission critical uses as a
floor wheel, a conveyor transfer or in
robotics and AGVs.

CONVEYOR TRANSFERS

ROTACASTER
USERS

The design of the Omnia wheel
allows turns without turning
eliminating the need for excess
space and height to accomodate the
swivel offset and allowing for
innovative space saving design.

ROBOTICS

OMNI-WHEELS

Money back guarantee
Terms apply.

